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ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the Governmental 
agency that supports the business development of 
our companies abroad and promotes the attraction 
of foreign investment in Italy.

With a motivated and modern organization and a 
widespread network of overseas offices, ITA 
provides information, assistance, consulting, 
promotion and training to Italian small and 
medium-sized businesses. Using the most modern 
multi-channel promotion and communication tools, 
it acts to assert the excellence of Made in Italy in the 
world.

FIND YOUR ITALIAN PARTNER
ITA - Italian Trade Agency supports the business 
development of Italian companies abroad, 
increases business opportunities, improves the 
image of ‘Made in Italy’, promotes industrial 
collaboration and foreign investment in Italy.

Find your Italian partner is a business directory with 
virtual showcases of Made in Italy companies.

We offer you an overview of Italian businesses, 
including company profiles, products images  and 
details, website, business proposals and contact 
information.
Foreign companies or agent interested in Italian 
products or looking for partnership with Italian 
companies, can access the database with the 
profiles, searchable by sector or product, and find a 
business partner.       

ABOUT US

Register here: ice.it/en/my-home/login
www.ice.it
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OICE is the employers' Association, belonging to 

Confindustria (the Confederation of ltalian lndustry), 

which represents ltalian engineering, architectural 

and technical economic consulting organizations. 

Founded in 1965 OICE unites all the major Italian 

engineering and architecture companies and most 

of the best qualified small and medium firms in the 

sector. OICE operates in 4 major areas: representing 

and safeguarding category interests, promoting the 

culture of organized engineering, providing services 

for members and promoting internationalization of 

ltalian Engineering. OICE is member of FIDIC - 

lnternational Federation of Consulting Engineers 

and EFCA - European Federation of Engineering 

Consultancy Associations. OICE participates to the 

international activities and ltalian lnstitutional 

missions, promotes special partnerships with the 

engineering Associations, sustains the participation 

of the ltalian Consulting companies to the tenders 

organized by the lnternational Financial lnstitutions. 

Areas of specialization are urban and territorial 

planning, architecture, civil engineering, transports, 

environmental engineering, energy, agriculture and 

rural development

ABOUT US

Via Flaminia 388
00196 – Roma (RM)

ITALY
+39 0680687248

www.oice.it
internazionale@oice.it

Marco Ragusa

OICE

OICE

@oice

@oice   
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Air Tech Italy (ATI) is the leading Trade 

Association representing Italian companies 

specialized in supplying products, technologies 

and services for airports and air-traffic control; 

first hub for international clients looking for 

top-quality Italian companies. The main goals of 

the Association is to provide “integrated 

solutions” to overseas civil aviation 

organizations and airport operators, leveraging 

on Italian high competences and skills. 

Founded in July 2020 under the institutional 

patronage of ENAC (Italian Civil Aviation 

Authority) ATI brings together the excellence of 

the most successful Italian companies in all 

airport-related fields. Internationalization, 

Innovation and Sustainability are the main drivers 

of ATI, with its members, engaged in joint ATI 

projects for the creation of "airport of the future"

ATI supports the Members in building networks 

and collaborative relationships, providing them 

with practical assistance such as business 

intelligence, strategic information, participation 

in business missions and international trade 

fairs. 

ABOUT US

Via Gregorio VII n. 396
00165 Roma, Italy

Tel: +39 3477276589
Fax: +39 06 2036991

Marcuccio Rocco, Manager Advisor
info@airtechitaly.com
www.airtechitaly.com
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“A-ICE provides value added IT solutions and 

integrated applications to airports, airlines and 

ground handlers, with a specific experience in 

the implementation and support of mission 

critical systems. A-ICE relies on its strong 

relationship with the air transport community, 

addressing and anticipating the needs as they 

evolve. With over 25 years of experience in this 

field, it provides the most up to date software 

and IT solutions to satisfy customer 

requirements.

ABOUT US

Our solutions require minimal effort to 

integrate, allowing customers to extract the 

best of their businesses from our Departure 

Control System (A-DCS) through to weight & 

balance system (A-WBS), aircraft handling 

(A-HDB) and billing (A-CAB). A-ICE offers a 

consultative approach, which allows us to 

tailor each solution to each customer’s 

individual requirements, since every business 

is run differently.

So, when you need IT made simple, A-ICE can 

deliver.”

@A_ICE_AERO

@aicesrl

www.linkedin.com/company/a-ice

www.facebook.com/A-ICE-Srl-174081712739765

Via dei Castelli Romani 59

00071, Pomezia, RM

ITALY

+39 3495253166

www.a-ice.aero

sales@a-ice.aero

Marco Labricciosa Gallese
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AlmavivA is synonymous with digital 

innovation. Proven experience, unique skills, 

ongoing research and in-depth knowledge of a 

range of public and private market sectors are 

what make it the leading Italian Group in 

Information & Communications Technology. 

AlmavivA leads the Country growth and takes 

up the challenge that companies must face to 

remain competitive in the digital age, by 

innovating their business model, organization, 

enterprise culture and ICT. AlmavivA is 

proposing MOOVA to the market, the 

innovative and complete platform that, thanks 

to the most advanced digital technologies, 

enables new sustainable, multimodal, and 

as-a-service mobility paradigms. 

ABOUT US

@almaviva.italia

www.linkedin.com/company/almaviva-s-p-a-/

Via di Casal Boccone, 188-190

Roma

ITALY

+39 345 6125589

www.almaviva.it

c.tomei@almaviva.it

Claudio Tomei
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Apostoli Daniele Srl was born in 1959 with the 

conception and realisation of industrial 

closures and coverings with the purpose of 

protecting the structures in which they are 

installed. 

Today, the company offers a wide selection of 

products in order to complete public and 

industrial spaces with custom-made solutions 

and high-quality results. 

Apostoli Daniele Srl has developed and 

patented the Saildoor®, an extremely 

innovative large-scale door, conceived and 

projected for hangars and industrial buildings 

dedicated to the refit and maintenance of 

aircrafts and airplanes. The technological 

contents, as well as the wind resistance, the 

maintenance ease and the fast 

opening/closing system make this product 

unique in the whole world.

ABOUT US

www.youtube.com/channel/UCTRfxlFk9CkiPwBUC7DK-
XA/videos    

https://it.linkedin.com/company/apostoli-daniele-srl

Via Palazzo snc

25010 – Montirone BS

ITALY

+39 030 2170484

www.apostoli.it  -  www.saildoor.it

clienti@apostoli.it

Luca Santambrogio
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Argos Ingegneria is a leader company in AFL 

photometric measurement with a complete 

range of products to assess AFL 

performances, including PAPI lights, against 

ICAO/EASA and FAA recommendations. In 

addition Argos offers photometric 

measurement of Approach, Runway, Taxiway 

and Apron lights, Vertical Signs and PAPI 

transition elevation angle measurement. 

Argos systems operate at main Int’l airports in 

more than 40 countries, and must be 

considered as the best price/performance 

solution.

ABOUT US

Via TIBURTINA 1166

00156 – ROMA

ITALY

+39 064122101

www.argosingegneria.com 

argos@argosingegneria.com

Alfredo Di Nardo: a.dinardo@argosingegne

PAPI Measurement

AGL Measurement                     

Sign Measurement

Apron Floodlights Measurement
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Aviogei, founded in 1970, is a market leader 

provider in airport ground support equipment.

The company designs, assembles, certifies and 

distributes a wide range of products dedicated to 

movement and transport of passengers and 

freights, for both civilian and military use.

With more than 50 years in the industry, Aviogei 

is the most relevant Italian manufacturer supplier 

of all Italian Civilian and Military Airport.

Over the decades it has expanded its activity 

internationally and now it is present in more than 

110 countries worldwide.

Her core values have always been Innovation, 

Quality and Customer satisfaction. 

The company is an active player in the green 

mobility ecosystem, pioneer involving 

institutions to take responsibility and create 

awareness on sustainability and environmental 

benefits, accelerating the transition process 

versus zero emissions. 

Aviogei has a significant experience in Military 

field, building machines for extreme climatic 

conditions and manufactured to best quality 

standards.   

ABOUT US

www.facebook.com/aviogei/

www.youtube.com/channel/UCyi2FUS50touIPF2zqb1LAw

www.linkedin.com/company/aviogei-airport-equipment

VIA DEI CARDI, 1 

00072    Ariccia ROME

ITALY

+39 3461853954

www.aviogei.com

salemi@aviogei.it

Silvia Salemi
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Founded in 1889 in Milan, Italy, BOMBELLI has 

evolved from being a pioneer in the construction 

industry structural steelwork sector to become a 

point of reference internationally in the 

manufacturing of airport ground support equipment 

(GSE), cargo handling equipment and airport cool 

chain solutions.

BOMBELLI’s focus on innovation, careful selection 

of its own suppliers and control over its production 

processes, enables them to guarantee high quality 

products which are perfectly suited to meet and 

exceed their customers’ needs. 

BOMBELLI is using its consolidated experience and 

its innovative Temperature Controlled equipment 

solutions to support many partners to enhance their 

Pharma handling and storage capabilities. 

Their product range includes: 

Temperature Controlled:

Cool Dollies (Temperature Controlled Dollies) | Cool 

Storage Racks for palletised cargo (semi-fixed Cold 

Rooms)

Semi-motorised and motorized (towed and 

self-propelled):

Conveyor Belt Loaders | Water Servicing Units | 

Lavatory Servicing Units | Passenger Stairs

Non-Motorized:

Pallet and Container Dollies | Baggage Carts | 

Storage Racks | Slave Pallets | Castor and Roller 

Decks | Cargo Handling Systems

ABOUT US

https://it.linkedin.com/company/bombelli 

VIA G.MARCONI 3  

20054 SEGRATE  (MI)

ITALY

+39  02 2157820

www.bombelli.it

bombelli@bombelli.it

Andrea Bombelli
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Established in Parma (Italy) in 1992, we have 

grown into a group of 11 technology 

companies with a worldwide profile. We 

create printing, scanning and data capture and 

control solutions for automating public 

services. We integrate hardware, software and 

services to meet the needs of a variety of 

international markets, from retail to transport, 

industry and logistics. Our complete solutions 

for the aviation industry simplify all printing 

and control processes in airports, especially 

when it comes to printing boarding cards, 

luggage labels and plane  tickets. Thanks to 

the VeriPrint® system, a worldwide patent 

that certifies print authenticity, we also 

provide a hardware and software solution that 

automatically digitalizes printer  tickets to 

prevent printing defects and forgeries.

ABOUT US

https://it.linkedin.com/company/customspa

www.youtube.com/channel/UCpbn0aAef1xqXXhTUf2TcIA

43010 FONTEVIVO (PARMA)

ITALY

+39 0521 680111

www.custom.biz

info@custom.biz

Gabriele Ruggieri g.ruggieri@custom.it +393408258061

www.facebook.com/CustomSpa/

@Custom_Group
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Engineering is the Digital Transformation 

Company, leader in Italy and expanding its 

global footprint, with around 12,000 

associates. The Engineering Group has been 

supporting companies and organizations for 

more than 40 years, thanks to a deep 

understanding of business processes, fully 

leveraging the opportunities offered by 

advanced technologies and proprietary 

solutions. Engineering is a key player in the 

creation of digital ecosystems that bridge the 

gap between different markets, while 

developing composable solutions that 

ultimately foster a continuous Business 

transformation.

ABOUT US

www.linkedin.com/company/engineering-ingegneria-
informatica-spa/ 

www.youtube.com/c/ENGINEERING-INNOVATION 

Piazzale Agricoltura, 24 

00144 Roma (RM)

ITALY

+39 3459269309

www.eng.it 

info@eng.it 

catia.vernacchia@eng.it 

www.instagram.com/lifeatengineering/ 

www.twitter.com/EngineeringSpa     
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Enter Med is the Italian company leader in 

solutions aimed to guarantee prompt 

response in case of emergencies and 

contingencies in airport and heliports, 

according to local plans. 

The company provides the HEELP System – 

Handling Easy Emergency and Local 

Procedure – a cutting-edge system designed 

and implemented to support and facilitate 

interactions between entity, operators and 

professionals involved in management of 

emergency and contingency plans requiring 

whole coordination.

Our solutions may be integrated with existing 

systems (radar, fire system, AIOS, etc) in order 

to keep the Emergency Manager constantly 

updated to mitigate risks, saving human life 

and infrastructure. Furthermore our systems 

apply the most advanced technology, like 

smartglasses and wearable sensors, to help 

Emergency Operators during the search and 

rescue operations. 

ABOUT US

https://www.linkedin.com/company/enter-med-s-r-l-/

www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7MKXdT0E7U&t=5s

VIA GUIDO JUNG 14 

PALERMO

ITALY

+39  0917713000

WWW.ENTERMED.IT

INFO@ENTERMED.IT

FABIO GIANNILIVIGNI
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When illuminating large areas, performance, 

durability and efficiency are key.

The objective in illumination is to ensure 

precision, homogeneity and 0% light pollution.

ewo’s portfolio of high-power floodlights with 

modular features meets all requirements and 

demands at airports, ports, traffic routes, 

logistics areas, sports facilities and even 

sports stadiums. Additionally, ewo's 

LightLogger hardware and software for light 

measurements, is a great addition for 

planners, as an easy-to-operate mobile light 

measurement device, for any and all large 

areas.

ewo already exploited the potential offered by 

LED technologies for large areas as far back 

as 2010 at Venice cargo terminal and since its 

project at Innsbruck Airport, has been 

conquering airports of various sizes one by 

one throughout the world. 

At present, over 100 airports and numerous 

large areas worldwide – from desert regions 

to Greenland – rely on ewo floodlighting.

ABOUT US

via dell'Adige 15 

39040 Cortaccia (BZ)

ITALY

+39 0471 623087

www.ewo.com

mail@ewo.com

Simone Zoani  - Large Area Lighting Director

simone.zoani@ewo.com - +39 342 0639188

linkedin.com/company/ewo

youtube.com/ewolighting

instragram.com/ewolighting

facebook.com/ewolighting
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Fibre Net Spa was founded in 2000 in Udine (Italy), 

soon becoming a worldwide leader in the design 

and manufacturing of ground-breaking FRP (Fiber 

Reinforced Polymer) composite products, mainly 

used in the construction, building consolidation, 

energy, transport and industry sectors.

Taking advantage of this extensive experience and 

knowledge, Fibre Net developed FibreFENCE, an 

innovative range of fencing systems and gates to 

meet the most challenging airport needs, especially 

in terms of FRANGIBILITY and 

RADIO-TRANSPARENCY, combined with high 

mechanical, chemical, UV-rays resistance and, last 

but not least, significant running and maintenance 

cost cutting.

Thanks to the exclusive production technology and 

construction design, our FibreFENCE fencing 

systems ensure full compliance with ICAO 

standards in terms of security and airport 

infrastructure design, keeping initial investment very 

low and reducing maintenance nearly to zero. 

Furthermore, they can be tailored to meet local Civil 

Aviation Authority to full comply with national 

technical specifications, often different from 

country to country.

ABOUT US

VIA JACOPO STELLINI 3

33050- PAVIA DI UDINE

ITALY

+39 0432600918

www.fibrefence.it

info@fibrefence.it

Laura Rinaldi

linkedin.com/company/fibrefence-by-fibrenet

youtube.com/channel/UCtQc6jy27RcHZurxPJdhUlw

facebook.com/ fibrefence
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Fives designs and supplies customized BHS 

solutions based on proprietary state-of-the-art 

technologies and software to fully automate airport 

logistics, from check-in to Hold baggage screening 

and Early baggage storage, from flight make-up to 

baggage reclaim.

Our advanced software allows low-level and 

high-level control and offers maximum reliability, 

safety and maintainability.

Fives’ BHS solutions operate 24 hours a day, 365 

days a year and comply with IEC/EN safety 

regulations.

Our technology portfolio includes circular cross-belt 

sorters, conveyors, carousels, vertical switch 

conveyors, diverters and pushers and we provide 

tailor-made upgrades and modernizations to keep 

the installation at its best level of performance.

In particular, the GENI-Belt BH cross-belt sorter 

offers a compact, modular design and very high 

throughput.

It sorts all types of luggage at high speed, without 

tilting or sliding. 

GENI-Belt BH enables 99.99% sorting accuracy with 

any type of luggage—even the most difficult, 

oversized or heavy item.

ABOUT US

Viale Ticino 2

21015 Lonate Pozzolo Varese

ITALY

+39 665111

https://www.fivesgroup.com/smart-automation-solutions

Andrea.bonani@fivesgroup.com

Andrea BONANI

www.linkedin.com/company/fives-intralogistics-spa-italy/

www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5f-cb3GA1QTrxbANth5
hQeYIMU1UTPAt
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General Security Italy S.r.l. was founded in 2004 by 

Salvatore Forte, former Colonel of the Carabinieri 

armed force, and currently Security Manager of 

large companies and airlines. The HQ and offices 

are based in the North of Italy, where we have 250 

employees and 11 mil. annual revenue. FSG started 

as a company specialized in security training and 

today we are the only European player providing 

integrated security projects exclusively for large 

companies. Our business units:

• Consulting and Training Academy

• Security service guards

• Technological security system

• Security Operation Center

General Security Italy S.r.l. is one of the few 

organizations certified by ENAC (Italian Aviation 

Authority), qualified for aviation security training and 

has received many awards. Our Tech Department 

recently developed the Security&Safety HyperView 

Project which aims to control and manage the flow 

of people in airport spaces while guaranteeing 

social distance analysis in real time, thanks to an 

innovative Artificial Intelligence-based software.

ABOUT US

Via Le Canevare n°30 (legale),

Viale della Repubblica 240/A (operativa)

31100, Treviso (TV)

ITALY

+39 3290585817 ; +39 3397905419

www.fortesecurgroup.com

info@general-sec.com

Alessia Forte

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fortesecurgroup/

www.youtube.com/channel/UCgLSZQzhjDYSrt_AxGxDbSQ
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Gilardoni S.p.A. is one of the worldwide 

leaders in the fields of biomedical 

instrumentation, non destructive testing 

solution and security equipment. 

We design and manufactures a wide range of 

x-ray inspection systems suitable for the 

inspection of all size baggage and parcels.

ABOUT US

Via Arturo Gilardoni 1

23826 Mandello del Lario

ITALY

+39 0341705111

WWW.GILARDONI.IT

security@gilardoni.it

Andrea Rotta

https://it.linkedin.com/company/gilardoni-s.p.a.

@gilardonixray  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC50qdqQMp4GhrKLN
eeNiLIw
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@AesIntegra    

architectural &
engineering
services

INTEGRA AES is an Italian consulting company that 

offers skilled and well-timed professional services 

in the fields of civil and construction engineering, 

electrical and mechanical systems, hydraulic and 

transport infrastructures, architecture and urban 

planning.  Established in 2007, INTEGRA AES has 

distinguished for the capacity to manage different 

challenges, achieving high quality results in the 

building and infrastructural sector, also providing 

integrated solutions for industrial plants 

construction, camps and airports development. The 

company has proven experience in working in 

critical contexts such as countries with extreme 

poverty, post-conflicts scenarios and operational 

theatres. 

INTEGRA AES collaborations with main UN 

Agencies, local and international consultants and 

contractors and global development organizations 

has strengthened our reputation as a world class 

engineering and consulting firm. INTEGRA AES has 

also a proven track record of working experience 

with NATO: several assignments has been 

developed for development of airport 

infrastructures in military area and operational 

theatres.

ABOUT US

Via Gregorio XI, n.175

00166, Rome, RM

ITALY

+39 0697279576

www.integra-aes.com

tender@integra-aes.com

Lodovico Bertuzzi – Business Development Manager

https://www.linkedin.com/company/integra-aes-srl 
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Leonardo, Italian-headquartered multinational 

Aerospace and Defense company, is also one of the 

few able to design, implement and install complete 

turn-key baggage handling systems (BHS), including 

a complete suite of IT components and after sales 

services. Among its offer of technological solutions 

and services for civil aviation and airports, one of 

Leonardo’s key success is the Multisort Baggage 

Handling System (MBHS), the sorter based on cross 

belt technology, allowing for the active control of 

loading/unloading operations and handling all types 

of baggage. 

Thanks to the recent technological evolutions, the 

MBHS is now able to overcome gradients of up to 

15° and a vertical difference of over 8 meters, 

enabling one single machine to manage processes 

take place on different floors.

Leonardo is a leader in the international baggage 

handling market and has equipped many of the 

biggest European airports as well as airports in the 

Middle East and Asia Pacific.

ABOUT US

Via Puccini 2

16154 Genova – GE-

ITALY

+39 3665654342

https://automation.leonardocompany.com/en/home

automation@leonardo.com

Roberto Granata, sales manager – 

roberto.granata@leonardo.com

Leonardo

Leonardo Company

@leonardo_company  

@Leonardo_live    
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LUXSOLAR is a brand of C&E GROUP that since 

2008 represents a line of Aircraft Warning Lights 

(AWL) and other types of warning beacons for 

several applications such as airports and heliports, 

offshore platforms, wind farms, hazardous areas 

and marine environment.

LUXSOLAR offers turn-key solutions, supporting 

customers in the choice of the correct AWL system 

configuration according to international standards. 

Our internal R&D department is constantly at work to 

enhance LUXSOLAR products and develop new 

solutions to improve safety in the skies. 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS:

LUXSOLAR CLOUD, a “no-SIM” system that monitors 

AWLs through a dedicated radio module and gives 

real-time updates about its operational status, 

reducing the maintenance cost of AWLs installed in 

hardly accessible areas;

Aerodrome and Identification beacons ICAO 

compliant;

Heliport and helipads beacons systems according 

to ICAO Annex 14 vol.II;

Airport and Heliport internally lit Windsocks;

Follow-me lights for airport ground support 

vehicles.

ABOUT US

https://it.linkedin.com/company/luxsolar-italia

www.youtube.com/user/Luxsolar

VIA PER DOLZAGO 21

23848 OGGIONO (LC)

ITALY

+39 0341260926

www.luxsolar.com

sales@luxsolar.com (SALES DEPT- Ms. Michela Brusadelli)

sov@luxsolar.com  (SALES DEPT – Mr. Andrea Usai)

Mr. Andrea Usai – mob. +39 3896463223
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inPiazza is a platform to drive the Customer Journey 

in a digital and physical venue.

WiFi Engagement is the perfect onboarding tool to 

funnel users to a CRM, establishing a relationship 

with them and gathering information about the 

potential customer base. 

The Proximity Marketing module continues the 

journey, by providing digital touch points for 

location-based information and push notifications. 

The interaction goes beyond the physical space of 

the venue thanks to the Wallet Pass technology, 

which enables push notifications triggered by 

geofencing, BLE proximity and direct push 

messages. 

By exploiting Video, WiFi and BLE sensors, the 

Business Analytics module gathers data about user 

behavior in physical spaces, understanding how 

users move around, where do they spend their time 

and what catches their interest.

inPiazza provides executive dashboards to monitor 

the Customer Journeys and to take business 

decisions at a glance.

ABOUT US

Via Benigno Crespi 57

20159, Milano 

ITALY

+39 70633354

www.inpiazza.cloud

Stefano.napoli@mobimesh.it

Stefano Napoli 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobimesh/ 
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Naitec is a company specialized in the design and 

development of software for the integrated 

management of all airport processes, 

infrastructures and airport resources.

For over 30 years we have been committed to 

guaranteeing innovative IT solutions to support 

Airports of different size and type in their Digital 

Transformation, enabling the achievement of 

operational excellence, cost reductions and 

continuous improvement of the traveler experience.

We build long-term relationships with airport 

operators, ground handlers and other airport 

stakeholders who can rely on our know-how and our 

comprehensive, fully integrated, scalable and 

modular products for: Interfunctional airport 

analysis & forecasts, Flights & resource 

management, Handling management, Baggage 

management, and Solutions for the passenger 

experience.

We offer quick commissioning of our solutions with 

a tailored approach to adapt them to all the specific 

needs of our customers, with fast response and 

reliability and high quality customer support. We are 

ISO9001 and ISO27001 certified.

ABOUT US

Via dei Da Prata 14

31100 Treviso, TV

ITALY

+39 0422 422903

www.naitec.aero

info@naitec.aero

Stefano Palman

Marketing & Business Development Manager

https://www.linkedin.com/company/naitec/

@NaitecSolutions
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One Works is Italy’s leading aviation design and 

consultancy firm, working together with airport 

operators and carriers to deliver safe, efficient, 

sustainable airport operations, whilst retaining a 

focus on passenger experience.

We are pleased to be supporting clients around the 

world to help to manage the effects of the 

pandemic, maintain business continuity and ensure 

the health and safety of communities, employees, 

colleagues, and passengers.

With a strong background in airside planning, flow 

management, and infrastructure design, we work 

hand-in-hand with airport operators and stakeholder 

to prepare and deliver strategies in all areas of 

airport operations. From developing long-term 

masterplanning strategies for managing capacity 

and commercial value, to optimizing existing assets 

on a tight budget, we are here to help. 

ABOUT US

Via Amatore Sciesa, 3

20135 Milano MI, Italy

ITALY

+39 02 655 9131

www.one-works.com

marketing@one-works.com

Giulio De Carli

https://www.linkedin.com/company/one-works/

@_oneworks_

@_oneworks_
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RINA works with organisations for whom safety, 

reliability and security are critical and where 

digital technologies underpin innovation and 

competitiveness. Customers must also strike a 

balance between achieving cost effectiveness 

and sustainability goals, without compromising 

operational outcomes, and this is why RINA has 

put data science at the heart of everything we do. 

Our data scientists, analysts and digital experts 

work alongside our traditional engineering and 

consultancy capabilities to ensure that we offer 

the best possible advice and solutions.

With over 250 core consultants in Space & 

Defence alone, we provide a comprehensive 

range of services to enable defence capability, 

optimise operations, ensure compliance and 

stimulate R&D. Our customers value the strength 

and depth of our expertise, covering everything 

from service design and support, safety, training, 

and human factors through to cyber, 

electromagnetic compatibility testing, legislative 

compliance and data science.

ABOUT US

Via Cecchi, 6

16129 Genova

ITALY

+39 01053851

www.rina.org

info@rina.org

Francesco Sperandio +393400957721, 

francesco.sperandio@rina.org

www.linkedin.com/company/rina

www.youtube.com/user/RINA1861

@weatrina

@RINA1861
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RODECO GROUP

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN PAVEMENT EVALUATION 

AND MANAGEMENT FOR 35 YEARS AROUND THE 

WORLD

RODECO Group is involved in Pavement Evaluation 

and Management Systems using the best 

non-destructive equipments available in the world.

RO.MA. (Road Management System) developed by 

RODECO is one of the most advanced PMS to assist 

the user in making consistent and cost effective 

decisions on Airport Pavement Maintenance and 

Rehabilitation.

RODECO has developed the new ADE Technology 

(Automated Distress Evaluation).

Our teams will train and support Airports to 

implement the PMS and to develop the most cost 

effective strategy for the long term preservation and 

rehabilitation of their pavements.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN PAVEMENT PREVENTIVE 

MAINTENANCE FOR 15 YEARS

RODECO has developed new innovative technologies 

for the Preservation and Preventive Maintenance of 

Airport pavements, as Rubber Runway Removal, Joint 

Sealing, Concrete and Asphalt Repair, Innovative 

Asphalt and Concrete Surfacing for the extension of 

the Airport Pavement life.

ABOUT US

Via Ridondello 37

27058 VOGHERA (PV)

ITALY

+39 0383213532

www.rodeco.it

rodeco@rodeco.it

Dr. Gianfranco Battiato
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ABOUT US

Viale Duca D’Aosta, 67

30022 – Ceggia (Venezia) - Italia

ITALY

+39 0421 323007

www.seingim.it

commerciale@seingim.it

Fabio Pinton, CEO – fpinton@seingim.it 

www.linkedin.com/company/seingim/ 

www.youtube.com/channel/UCqM4RrywkU-Bzu9mmqAY0ng 

@seingim.engineering  

SEINGIM began its activities 25 years ago in Venice. 

Today we are one of the most relevant Italian 

multidisciplinary engineering and consulting firms.

It has 15 operational headquarters throughout the 

Italian territory, including Milan, Genova and Rome.

We are more than 300 people: engineers, designers, 

architects, technicians and project managers, driven 

by a common purpose to deliver top engineering 

services for a better world. In the year 2022 we are 

going to reach 780.000 engineering hours.

SEINGIM main markets are: 

Oil & Gas, Energy efficiency and renewables | 

Petrochemical, Chemical, Hydrogen and 

Pharmaceutical | Buildings | Infrastructures | Power 

generation | Airports.

Our activity goes from concept selection, concept 

definition, execution and construction projects, to 

support activities in field during commissioning and 

starting phases, related to multiple engineering 

services:

Electrical Engineering | Fire Prevention Engineering | 

Plumbing & HVAC Engineering | Instrumental and 

Automation Engineering | Mechanical and Piping 

Engineering | Process Engineering | Environmental 

Engineering (Energy Efficiency and Saving, both in 

buildings and in productive cycles).
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SITTI is world leader in design, manufacturing and 

installation of integrated systems for Air Traffic 

Control (ATC), especially Voice Communication 

Solutions (VCS). The company has got extensive 

experience and expertise in integrated radio and 

telephone communications covering analogue, 

digital and IP-based technologies.

SITTI is today present in most countries with a large 

base of VCS solutions. The high level of scalability 

and modularity of installed systems allow SITTI 

products to meet all operational and technical ATC 

requirements, from small airfield towers to very 

large ACC centers, wherever reliable integrated and 

secure communications are required.

THE VOICE THAT GUIDES YOU. ALWAYS.

SITTI top performance systems integrate the latest 

technical achievements, in full compliance with 

latest international standards (e.g. ED137), allowing 

coexistence of standard and legacy radio and 

telephone devices and protocols, analogue and 

digital, legacy and VoIP. Furthermore, legal 

recorders, VoIP gateways and ergonomic consoles, 

make SITTI a “one-stop” solution provider.

ABOUT US

www.linkedin.com/company/sitti

SITTI

Via Cadorna, 69/73

20055 Vimodrone (MI) - ITALY

+39 02 2507121

www.sitti.it

sales@sitti.it
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SOFTECH has been providing systems and 

solutions for airports since 1991, using 

cutting-edge technology and high-quality 

equipment. Thanks to our thirty years of 

experience, we are able to provide a wide range 

of tools to monitor and measure objects and 

people in motion, as well as the effects they 

generate: noise, air pollution, flows and more. 

Over the years, our know-how has grown and we 

are now able to provide complete and effective 

solutions to help airports minimize their 

environmental impact and build a strong and 

transparent relationship with communities and 

other stakeholder. Our boundaries are our 

customer’s visions; our goal is to find a solution 

to every problem.

ABOUT US

Via Bernardino Ferni, 2 

21013 Gallarate (VA)

ITALY

+39 03312682.1

www.softechweb.it

marketing@softechweb.it

Maura Alfano

www.linkedin.com/company/softechweb 

Softech Srl
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@Technital

TECHNITAL is one of the leading Italian 

engineering consultancy firms, with a 

long-standing experience in providing 

engineering and architectural consulting 

services, and a global network with branches 

spread across four continents. 

TECHNITAL has successfully performed over 

3000 projects for public and private entities, 

including major projects financed by 

international financial institutions such as EIB, 

AFD, World Bank, AfDB, EU and EBRD. 

TECHNITAL provides integrated tailor-made 

engineering services for landside and airside 

facilities, ranging from technical-economic 

feasibility studies, infrastructures planning, 

concept/preliminary and detailed design, 

preparation of tender documents, up to 

construction management and works 

supervision.

ABOUT US

Via Carlo Cattaneo 20

37121 Verona

ITALY

+39 045 8053611

https://www.technital.net/ 

Tender.office@technital.it; 

massimo.marchettini@technital.it 

Massimo Marchettini, Director

https://it.linkedin.com/company/technital
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Established in 1953, Tecno has fine-tuned 

craftsmanship culture with industrial logics, 

in-depth knowledge of materials with innovation, 

design with technology, working on every scale: 

from product collections to interior architecture 

realizations, boasting 47 industrial patents, 

completed projects in 45 countries and multiple 

awards.

Tecno develops products and architectural projects 

which stand out for their aesthetics and technical 

features, accommodating social changes and new 

behaviours. Since 1982, the company has provided 

solutions for high-traffic areas all over the world, 

producing furniture and public seating for transit 

areas, airports, railway networks, metro stations and 

communal areas in museums and cultural 

institutions.

 

A leading company disseminating Italian Design all 

over the world - via its branches in Milan, Paris, 

London, New York and a world-wide network of 

partners - Tecno has formed a Group with Zanotta 

and IO.T Solutions designing furniture for future 

living, travelling and working environments.

ABOUT US

Piazza XXV Aprile 11

Milan - 20154 (Italy)

www.tecnospa.com

info@tecnospa.com

+39 031 75381

Marco Colombo

marco.colombo@tecnospa.com

+39 335 7854738

@tecnospa

Tecno Spa

@tecnospa

@tecnospait

@tecnospait
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valveIT is an high-quality valve manufacturer with 

more than 10 years of records in delivering

projects for: 

Water treatment and Waste Water Treatment |

Desalination | HVAC | Infrastructure & Buildings

We are a project-oriented company focused on

providing approved package solutions

concerning valves and actuators which follows

rigorous evaluating criteria and procedures. Our

work consists of different phases which cover

the entire valve life, from the conceptual stage to

the on-field application:

Designing | Manufacturing | Painting |

Assembling | Testing & Inspection | Packaging

& Delivering | After Sale Technical Assistance

According to our Infrastructure project portfolio,

valveIT is a key partner for the designing and

manufacturing of valves covering the below

phases of your airport and facility building

operations and requirements:

Water Service | Sewage  | HVAC | Fire Fighting | 

Refuelling

ABOUT US

Via Caduti di Reggio Emilia 27

40033 – Casalecchio di Reno - Bologna

ITALY

+39 0519912714

www.valveit.com

info@valveit.com

Riccardo Luppi – valveIT Marketing Director

valveIT srl

valveIT

@valveIT_srl 

@valveIT_srl
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@ITADubaiItalian Trade Agency

ITA - Dubai Office @ITADubai

ICE Rome Office
Ufficio Tecnologia Industriale, Energia e Ambiente
Via Liszt, 21
00144 Roma
Tel: +39 06 59926872
Email: tecnologia.industriale@ice.it
urp@ice.it

Dubai Office
Dubai Internet City - Sheikh Zayed Road
ARENCO Tower 5th Floor - Office #506 & 508
Tel. +971 4 434 5280 - Fax +971 4 422 0983
Email: dubai@ice.it


